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Abstract
Various machine learning tasks, from generative
modeling to domain adaptation, revolve around
the concept of dataset transformation and manip-
ulation. While various methods exist for trans-
forming unlabeled datasets, principled methods
to do so for labeled (e.g., classification) datasets
are missing. In this work, we propose a novel
framework for dataset transformation, which we
cast as optimization over data-generating joint
probability distributions. We approach this class
of problems through Wasserstein gradient flows
in probability space, and derive practical and
efficient particle-based methods for a flexible
but well-behaved class of objective functions.
Through various experiments, we show that this
framework can be used to impose constraints
on classification datasets, adapt them for trans-
fer learning, or to re-purpose fixed or black-
box models to classify —with high accuracy—
previously unseen datasets.

1. Introduction
One of the hallmarks of machine learning practice is the
relative scarcity of domain- and task-specific data, com-
pared to the abundance of general-purpose data. Thus,
many problems in machine learning involve dataset ma-
nipulation or transformation to re-weight, sub-sample, aug-
ment, compress, or build generative models of data.

Recent work on these problems has focused on unlabeled
datasets, either by considering only unsupervised learning
settings or ignoring labels in supervised ones. Manipula-
tion of labeled datasets, while less explored, is appealing
for its various potential applications. On the one hand,
it can unify, formalize, and cast under a new light var-
ious data manipulation heuristics core to state-of-the-art
supervised learning pipelines, such as data augmentation
(Simard et al., 2003; Krizhevsky et al., 2012; Cubuk et al.,
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2019), dataset pooling, or instance mixing (Zhang et al.,
2018). On the other hand —and our principal motivation in
this work— is the potential of such a framework to tackle
less explored or entirely novel problems, such as ‘shaping’
datasets by imposing certain (e.g., geometric or privacy)
constraints, or transforming them from one domain to the
other to recast transfer learning as transfer of data to the
domain of expertise of a model, rather than the other way
around. Current data transformation methods are ill suited
for these tasks, since they either operate exclusively on fea-
tures or use labels sparingly and heuristically. In addition,
most of them are tailored to specific problems and cannot
be easily generalized. Thus, a unified framework for trans-
forming and manipulating datasets is missing.

In response to this, in this work we propose a principled,
flexible, and computationally feasible approach to labeled
dataset transformation. Based on the motivating applica-
tions described above, we seek a framework that is model-
independent, depending only on intrinsic geometric proper-
ties of the data, and applicable to any classification dataset,
regardless of size, dimensionality, or number of classes.
Our first step towards achieving this is to view datasets as
samples from a joint distribution, and to focus on manip-
ulating these distributions instead. Indeed, while a dataset
might consist of finitely many samples, the precise number
is seldom relevant and often unspecified (e.g., in streaming
settings). Instead, the true object of interest is the genera-
tive process that gives rise to the dataset. Thus, we char-
acterize a dataset as a collection of samples from an (un-
known) joint probability distribution ρ(x, y), and cast its
transformation as an optimization problem in probability
space P(X × Y). Formally, we seek to solve problems of
the form minρ∈P(X×Y) F (ρ), for some functional F over
distributions that encodes the transformation of interest.

Formalizing and solving optimization problems over
such —infinite dimensional, non-euclidean— probability
spaces is conceptually challenging. In this work, we do
so by means of gradient flows, a linchpin of applied math-
ematics for modeling dynamics in very general infinite-
dimensional spaces (Ambrosio et al., 2005), which have in
fact been extensively studied in the context of metric mea-
sure spaces (Santambrogio, 2017), and have deep connec-
tions to partial differential equations (PDE) (Jordan et al.,
1998). Gradient flows come with various appealing proper-
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ties: they are inherently flexible in terms of the underlying
space and types of dynamics they can model, they admit
rigorous convergence analysis, and they produce —in ad-
dition to a final minimizing solution— a full trajectory of
iterates, which are often useful too. It is no surprise then
that gradient flows have recently become a popular tool
to analyze and derive (parameter) optimization methods in
machine learning (Javanmard et al., 2020; Chizat, 2019).

But harnessing gradient flows for labeled dataset optimiza-
tion poses various challenges. First, a suitable represen-
tation of feature-label pairs and a meaningful metric be-
tween datasets must be defined. Then, one must find a
class of functionals that are expressive enough to model
interesting objective functions on datasets yet sufficiently
well-behaved to enjoy theoretical guarantees and allow for
tractable optimization. In response to the first of these chal-
lenges, we leverage a recently proposed notion of distance
between datasets (Alvarez-Melis & Fusi, 2020) based on
optimal transport (OT). Conceptually, this notion endows
the space of joint (feature-label) distributions with a met-
ric, allowing us to cast flows in this space in the more gen-
eral setting of metric measure spaces described above. On
a practical level, we can use this distance as a functional to
define gradient flows that minimize it, i.e., to encode simi-
larity to a given dataset as an optimization objective. Doing
so requires generalizing this distance, which has previously
only been used for static dataset comparison, and making
it differentiable, yielding a loss function that we can effi-
ciently optimize using automatic differentiation.

To address the second challenge —defining suitable func-
tional objectives— we borrow a family of flexible func-
tionals over measures that are well-studied in the gradient
flow literature, show how they can be re-purposed to en-
code various handy dataset-related objectives, and discuss
in detail how to make use of them within a particle-based
approximation of the gradient flow that relies on automatic
differentiation. As a result, we end up with a framework
for labeled dataset optimization that is flexible, efficient,
and has a solid theoretical foundation.

In our experiments, we first show how this framework for
dataset transformation yields novel ways to approach trans-
fer learning problems. For example, it can be used in com-
bination with traditional model adaptation, as a means of
data-preprocessing before fine-tuning (§7.2), but also in-
stead of it, for settings where model adaptation is infeasible
(e.g., frozen, black-box, or extremely large models). For
such challenging settings, our flow-based methods allow
us to ‘re-purpose’ already-trained models to classify previ-
ously unseen datasets with high accuracy (§7.3). We also
show this framework can be used to generate datasets with
various geometric constraints (§7.1), showing its promise
as a principled tool for dataset synthesis.

2. Related Work
Task dynamics. Achille et al. (2018) propose a dynamic
notion of distance between tasks based on Kolmogorov
complexity, and interpret it as a stochastic differential equa-
tion. Their notion is defined on parameter space, and is
driven by a model-dependent empirical risk minimization
loss. Similarly, Wu & Fischer (2020) study phase transi-
tions of the information bottleneck, but do so on a learnt
representation space, and do not consider gradient flows.

Dataset adaptation with optimal transport. Most prior
work that uses OT distances for comparing datasets op-
erates exclusively on features (not labels) (Seguy et al.,
2018), or relies on a classification loss for the latter (Courty
et al., 2017; Damodaran et al., 2018), which assumes the
two label sets are identical. In contrast, the notion of dis-
tance between datasets we use in this work, and there-
fore the resulting framework, does not. Furthermore, these
works rely on the static formulation of OT, on a barycen-
tric mapping to transform datasets, and consider only an
OT distance as objective. Here instead we rely on more
general functional objectives, which might contain an OT
distance as one of their components, and use an explicit
dynamic formulation of OT to transform the datasets.

Computational Wasserstein gradient flows. Recent
work leverages gradient flows in Wasserstein space for ma-
chine learning (Liutkus et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019; Arbel
et al., 2019; Kolouri et al., 2019; Chizat & Bach, 2018;
Chizat, 2019). Most of these consider flows on model (i.e.,
parameter) space or feature space, so they are not suitable
for handling labeled dataset transformation.

Generative modeling. Generative modeling can be un-
derstood as optimization in probability space too: its goal
is to find a parametrized distribution ρθ that minimizes
some notion of dissimilarity to a true data distribution ρdata,
i.e., to minimize F (ρθ) = D(ρθ, ρdata) for some discrep-
ancy D. The typical setting assumes that samples from
ρdata = argminF (ρ) are available, and that the ultimate
goal is to generate this distribution exactly. Here we con-
sider more general settings, including those for which the
optimal distribution ρ∗ is unknown, defined only implicitly
as the minimizer of some functional objective F . Within
generative modeling, there is a flourishing line of work
that learns the target distribution by means of normaliz-
ing flows (Dinh et al., 2014; 2017; Kingma & Dhariwal,
2018; Germain et al., 2015; Papamakarios et al., 2017),
which are sequences of invertible transformations typically
parametrized through neural networks. These are different
from the gradient flows considered here, which are non-
parametric, defined implicitly through a functional, and
whose infinitesimal dynamics are well understood.
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3. Technical Background
We begin by introducing the two key notions behind our
framework: optimal transport and gradient flows.

3.1. Setting and Notation

Let X be a Polish space equipped with metric d, and
P(X ) the set of non-negative Borel measures with finite
second-order moment on that space. We consider both
continuous and discrete measures, the latter represented as
an empirical distribution:

∑N
i=1 piδxi , where δx is a Dirac

at position x ∈ X . When clear from the context, we use α
to denote both the measure and its density ρα. For a mea-
sure α and measurable map T :X → X , T]α denotes the
push-forward measure of α under T . For a joint measure
π ∈ P(X × X ), we can express its marginals as P1]π and
P2]π using the maps P1(x, x′) = x and P2(x, x′) = x′.
We focus on supervised learning, so we define a dataset
as a collection of feature-label pairs {(x(i), y(i)}i, which
we assume are sampled from some α ∈ P(X × Y). We
denote the dataset as Dα to make this dependence explicit.
We will use the shorthand notations: Z , X × Y and
z , (x, y). Finally, ∇· denotes the divergence operator.

3.2. Optimal Transport

For measures α, β ∈ P(X ) and cost function c :X × X→
R+, the optimal transport problem is

OTc(α, β) , min
π∈Π(α,β)

∫
c(x1, x2) dπ(x1, x2), (1)

where Π(α, β) is the set of transport plans between α and
β, i.e., couplings with these two measures as marginals:

Π(α, β) , {π ∈ P(X×X ) | P1]π = α, P2]π = β}. (2)

When c(x, y) = d(x, y)p for p ≥ 1, Wp , OTc(α, β)1/p is
called the p-Wasserstein distance. As its name implies, Wp

defines a true distance on P(X ) (Villani, 2008). Thus, the
latter equipped with the former is a metric space Wp(X ) =
(P(X ),Wp), called the (p-)Wasserstein space. In practice,
a regularized version of Problem (1), with an added entropy
term λH(π), is often solved instead (Cuturi, 2013).

The dual formulation of problem (1) is:

OTc(α, β) = sup
ϕ∈C(X )

∫
X
ϕdα+

∫
X
ϕc dβ, (3)

where ϕ : X → R is known as the Kantorovich potential,
and ϕc is its c-conjugate: ϕc(x) = infx′∈X c(x, x

′)−ϕ(x).
For c(x, x′) = ‖x− x′‖2, φc is the Fenchel conjugate.

In seminal work, Benamou & Brenier (2000) showed that
OT has a dynamic formulation too:

Wp
p(α, β) =min

µt,Vt

∫ 1

0

∫
X
‖Vt(x)‖p dµt(x) dt, (4)

where the minimum is taken over measure-field pairs satis-
fying µ0 = α, µ1 = β, and the continuity equation:

∂tµt = −∇ · (µtVt). (5)
This formulation amounts to finding, among paths of mea-
sures µt advecting from α to β and velocity fields Vt satis-
fying a conservation of mass constraint, the ‘shortest’ one,
i.e., that which minimizes the path length (formally, the in-
tegral of the metric derivative). Thus, the dynamic formula-
tion focuses on local transfer (via µt), compared to global
correspondence (via π) in the static one (Equation (1)).

3.3. The Optimal Transport Dataset Distance

It is appealing to use OT to define a distance between
datasets, but this is non-trivial for labeled datasets. The
main issue is that problem (1) would require an element-
wise metric d, which for labeled datasets means defining
a distance between pairs of feature-label pairs. For the
general case where Y might be a discrete set (i.e., clas-
sification), this seems daunting. In recent work, Alvarez-
Melis & Fusi (2020) propose a hybrid metric on this joint
space that relies on representing the labels y as distri-
butions over features αy . E.g., for a digit classification
dataset, α1 would be a distribution over images with la-
bel y = 1. With this, they define a metric on Z as
dZ(z, z′)p , dX (x, x′)p + Wp

p(αy, αy′). Using dZ as the
ground cost in eq. (1) yields a distance between measures
on P(Z), and therefore between datasets, which they refer
to as the Optimal Transport Dataset Distance (OTDD):

OTDD(Dα,Dβ),

(
min

π∈Π(α,β)

∫
Z×Z
dZ(z, z′) dπ(z, z′)

) 1
2

. (6)

The main appeal of this distance is that it is defined even if
the label sets of the two data sets are non-overlapping, or
if there is no explicit known correspondence between them
(e.g., digits to letters). It achieves this through a purely
geometric treatment of features and labels. Another advan-
tage is its computational scalability, which relies on using a
Gaussian approximation on the per-label distributions, i.e.,
modeling each αy as N (µy,Σy), whose mean and covari-
ance are estimated from samples. In that case, the distances
W2

2(αy, αy′) can be computed in closed form, so no opti-
mization is needed to evaluate dZ(z, z′) inside problem (6).

3.4. Gradient Flows

Consider a functional F : X → R and a point x0 ∈ X .
A gradient flow is an absolutely continuous curve x(t) that
evolves from x0 in the direction of steepest descent of F .
When X is Hilbertian and F is sufficiently smooth, its gra-
dient flow can be succinctly expressed as the solution of a
differential equation x′(t) = −∇F (x(t)) with initial con-
dition x(0) = x0. Different discretizations of this equation
yield popular gradient descent schemes, such as momen-
tum and acceleration (Su et al., 2016; Wilson et al., 2016).
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4. Dataset Dynamics through Optimization
Using the notation and concepts introduced in Section 3,
we now formalize the motivating problem of dataset trans-
formation. We do so first in general terms here, and discuss
specific objective functions in the next section.

4.1. Functional Minimization via Gradient Flows

Given a dataset objective expressed as a functional F :
P(Z)→ R, we seek a joint measure ρ ∈ P(Z) realizing:

min
ρ∈P(Z)

F (ρ) (7)

We propose to approach this problem via gradient flows,
i.e., by moving along a curve of steepest descent starting at
ρ0 until reaching a solution ρ∗. Unlike Euclidean settings,
here the underlying space Wp(Z) is infinite-dimensional
and non-Hilbertian, thus requiring stronger tools.

First, the notion of derivative can be extended to functionals
on measures through the first variation, denoted by δF

δρ (and
defined in detail in Appendix B). With this, we characterize
the gradient flow (ρt)t≥0 of F as the solution of:

∂tρt = ∇WF (ρt) , ∇ ·
(
ρt∇ δF

δρ (ρt)
)
, (8)

which can also be seen as a continuity equation (4) for the
measure ρt and the velocity field −∇ δF

δρ (ρt).

Our main functional of interest will be the Wasserstein dis-
tance to a target distribution: Tβ(ρ) , W2(ρ, β), which we
realize using the OTDD (Section 3.3). In addition, follow-
ing the literature on gradient flows (Santambrogio, 2015;
2017), we consider three other functional families:

F(ρ) =

∫
f(ρ(z)) dz (9)

V(ρ) =

∫
V (z) dρ (10)

W(ρ) =
1

2

∫∫
W (z − z′) dρ(z) dρ(z′) (11)

where f : R → R is convex and superlinear, V,W : X →
R are convex and sufficiently smooth. These terms have a
physical interpretation as internal, potential and interaction
energies, respectively.

This choice of functionals obeys both theoretical and com-
putational motivations. First, gradient flows on these func-
tionals have provable convergence (Appendix A), which
makes them appealing as optimization objectives. Sec-
ond, their first variation is simple, making them amenable
to gradient-based approaches and automatic differentiation,
as discussed in Section 6.2. Yet, despite being tractable and
well-behaved, these functionals are still sufficiently gen-
eral to encode various useful objectives and constraints on
datasets, as we show in Section 5.

Hence, for the remainder of this work we assume the ob-
jective of interest can be cast as:

F (ρ) = Tβ(ρ) + F(ρ) + V(ρ) +W(ρ). (12)

As mentioned before, the first variations of these four func-
tionals are simple (Ambrosio et al., 2005):

δF
δρ = f ′(ρ), δVδρ = V, δWδρ = W ∗ ρ, δTβδρ = ϕρ, (13)

where ∗ denotes the usual convolution operator between
a measurable function and a measure, and ϕρ is the opti-
mal Kantorovich potential in the dual OT formulation (3).
In light of this, the gradient flow (8) for functionals of the
form (12) corresponds to the solution of:

∂tρ = ∇ ·
(
ρ∇(f ′(ρ) + V +W ∗ ρ+ ϕρ)

)
. (14)

Appendix B provides a PDE interpretation of this flow.

4.2. Numerical Solution of Gradient Flows

The gradient flows defined above have a probability the-
ory counterpart in terms of random variables. Consider a
stochastic process (Zt)t, where each Zt , (Xt, Yt) is a
random variable with law ρt ∈ P(Z). Equation (8) is thus
associated with a stochastic differential equation (SDE) on
this random variable:

dZt = φ(Zt, ρt) dt, Z0 ∼ ρ0, (15)

for φ(Zt, ρt) = −∇ δF
δρ (ρt)(Zt). This is a particular

(diffusion-less) case of a McKean-Vlasov process (Kac,
1956; McKean, 1966). Eq. (15) can be interpreted as the
trajectory of a single particle, with initial position drawn
from ρ0, moving according to a potential function that cap-
tures its intrinsic dynamics and interactions with other par-
ticles, all driven by F . Two key observations are in or-
der: (i) this particle view of the gradient flow lends itself to
computational schemes that operate on finitely many sam-
ples, and (ii) the process in eq. (15) is defined on Z (a
finite-dimensional space here) rather than on the infinite-
dimensional P(Z), making it amenable to computation.

Numerical approaches to solve SDEs like (15) require time
discretization and finite-sample approximation. A simple
way to achieve the former is with a forward Euler scheme:

Zt+1 = Zt − γ∇Fαt(Zt), Z0 ∼ α0. (16)

Computationally, this scheme is approximated by a system
of particles that evolve simultaneously. Starting from ρ0 ≈∑N
i=1 piδz(i)0

, each particle z(i) is evolved according to the
Euler scheme above, resulting in a system of n updates:

z
(i)
t+1 = z

(i)
t − γ∇z(i)t F

(
z

(i)
t

)
∀i = 1, . . . , n. (17)

Then, ρt is approximated as ρN,t =
∑N
i=1 piδz(i)t

. For
well-behaved functionals, this flow inherits all convexity
and stability properties of the exact one, and ρN,t(x) con-
verges to ρt(x) (Carrillo et al., 2019b).
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Figure 1. Shaping datasets via flows: our framework allows for simple and principled transformation of classification datasets by
following the gradient flow of a functional objective, such as: similarity to a reference dataset (shown here as W(·, ρ∗), via OTDD), a
function enforcing linear separability (shown here as V(ρ)), or a combination thereof.

5. Encoding Dataset Objectives as
Functionals on Measures

Most of the applications motivating this work involve ob-
jectives that refer to one or more ‘reference’ datasets. In
particular, we are interested in the functional Tβ(ρ) ,
OTDD(ρ, β), where β is a (fixed) target dataset distribu-
tion. Various applications can be modeled with this func-
tional, such as dataset interpolation or sample generation
for transfer learning (§7.2). This objective can be further
combined with some of the other functionals introduced
in Section 3 to ‘shape’ the optimal distribution, balanc-
ing similarity to β with some other (e.g., size, regularity,
or style) constraints imposed on it. This is often called
controlled synthesis in generative modeling (Wang et al.,
2018). Next, we discuss specific examples of dataset objec-
tives encoded using each of the three canonical functionals.

Potential energy. Functionals of the form V(ρ) =∫
V (z) dρ(z) can be used to enforce local (per-instance)

constraints on the minimizer ρ∗. For example, one might
be interested in constraining the norm of the features of this
dataset by taking V (z) = V (x, y) = ‖x‖, or more gener-
ally V (z) = ‖Ax − b‖ for some A ∈ Rd×d, b ∈ Rd. Al-
ternatively, one might be interested in enforcing such con-
straints only on certain classes, or have different parameters
for every class, e.g., V (z) = ‖Ayx − by‖. Another pos-
sibility is to enforce linear separability in binary classifica-
tion datasets through a margin-inducing potential such as
V (z) = max{0, y(x>w− b)} (used in Fig. 1). Note that in
all of these cases V is convex, as required for convergence.

Interaction energy. The functionalW(ρ) =
∫∫

W (z −
z′) dρ(z) dρ(z′) can encode objectives that model interac-
tion or aggregation between samples in the dataset. An il-
lustrative example of this is the class-repulsion functional

obtained by taking:

W (z − z′) =

{
exp{−‖x− x′‖} if y 6= y′

0 otherwise
,

which encourages class separation by penalizing pairs
(z, z′) that have different labels but similar features. We
show an example of a flow using this functional in a simple
2D dataset in Appendix D.

Internal energy. Compared to the previous three, the
functionals F(ρ) =

∫
f(ρ(z)) dz are less relevant for our

purposes, since an explicit density ρ(z) will rarely be avail-
able in closed form. Furthermore, care must be taken with
these functionals as they yield diffusion terms (e.g., ∆ρ in
the associated PDE (14)) that, despite leading to theoreti-
cally well-behaved gradient flows, are challenging to solve
numerically via particle methods (Carrillo et al., 2019b).
A notable exception is the functional obtained by taking
f(t) = t log t, which corresponds to adding an entropy
term to the objective (equivalently, a Brownian motion term
in Equation (15)), and can be solved via particle meth-
ods, e.g., by using an Euler-Maruyama scheme. For more
general functionals of this form, recent work circumvents
this problem through stochastic (Huang & Liu, 2017; Liu
& Yang, 2017), deterministic (Carrillo et al., 2017), and
regularization-based schemes (Carrillo et al., 2019a). We
leave their exploration for future work.

6. Practical Implementation
The particle scheme (17) provides a template for a gradient-
based approach to solve the dataset optimization problem.
In this section we discuss how the per-particle gradients
are to be computed efficiently, provide practical implemen-
tation considerations for the functionals considered in this
work, and discuss general computational aspects.
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6.1. Dataset Distance

The main challenge in computing ∇z(i)OTDD(Dρt ,Dβ)
arises —unsurprisingly— from the discrete nature of the
labels y. Recall that each point (particle) is a pair (x, y),
where x ∈ Rd and y ∈ {ci, . . . , cK}. The OTDD frame-
work described in Section 3.3 provides an alternative rep-
resentation of this point as (x, υy) where υy ∈ P(X ) is a
distribution over X associated with the label y.

For small datasets the Gaussian approximation for OTDD
(§3.3) is not needed, so the label-to-label distances
W(υy, υy′) are computed non-parametrically on-the-fly. In
this case, only the features need to be updated, so it suf-
fices to compute ∇x(i)OTDD(Dρt ,Dβ). By using a differ-
entiable solver for the inner and outer OT problems, we
compute these gradients through automatic differentiation.

If, instead, we use the Gaussian approximation in the
OTDD, there is now a parametric representation of the dis-
tributions υy = N (µy,Σy) that must be explicitly updated.
A simple way to implement this is to backpropagate gradi-
ents into xi,1 take a gradient step on those, and then re-
compute means and covariances (and, as a result, the dis-
tributional representation of labels υy). Formally,

xit+1 = xit − τ∇xiF (ρ) i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
µjt+1 = mean({xit+1}i : yi=j) j ∈ {1, . . . , k}
Σjt+1 = cov({xit+1}i : yi=j) j ∈ {1, . . . , k}
υtt+1 = N (µjt+1,Σ

j
t+1) j ∈ {1, . . . , k}

Note that here µj ,Σj evolve in response to the dynamics
of the their associated empirical sample {xi}i, but not di-
rectly because of a gradient step. Thus, we refer to this
type of flow as feature-driven (fd) dynamics. The main
drawback of this approach is that the label assignments are
fixed, i.e., if ρ0 has k classes so will every ρt, and every xit
maintains its label throughout. This might be acceptable if
Dρ0 and Dβ have the same number of classes.

In order to relax the approach above to allow direct up-
dates on the label distributions υy , one can instead apply
independent updates on features and labels, while keeping
the label assignments fixed throughout. This joint-driven
fixed-label (jd-fl) scheme corresponds to:

xit+1 = xit − τ∇xiF (ρ) i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
µjt+1 = µjt − τ∇µjF (ρ) j ∈ {1, . . . , k}
Σjt+1 = Σjt − τ∇ΣjF (ρ) j ∈ {1, . . . , k}
υjt+1 = N (µjt+1,Σ

j
t+1) j ∈ {1, . . . , k}

Relaxing the constraint that label assignments are fixed
through the flow requires evolving the distribution associ-
ated to each point individually. To do so, at time t = 0 we

1Here we drop parentheses in superscripts for convenience.

decouple the distributions υj , yielding now one per particle
instead of one per class. We then evolve each particle (both
its feature and label-distribution) independently:

xit+1 = xit − τ∇xiF (ρ) i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
µit+1 = µit − τ∇µiF (ρ) i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
Σit+1 = Σit − τ∇ΣiF (ρ) i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
υit+1 = N (µit+1,Σ

i
t+1) i ∈ {1, . . . , n}

However, recovering discrete labels from the (now decou-
pled) υit requires aggregating particles based on these. We
do so by clustering the pairs (µi,Σi). Crucially, we use
non-parametric clustering methods that do not require the
number of clusters be specified, so that they can freely
change throughout the flow. We refer to this third approach
as joint-driven variable-label (jd-vl) dynamics.

Figure 2 shows a comparison of flows driven by two differ-
ent dynamics on a simple 2D dataset. Additional qualita-
tive comparison can be found in Appendix D.

6.2. Gradients of Energy Functionals

Recall that the first variation of potential functionals V is
given by δV

δρ = V :Z→R, so it suffices to compute gradi-
ents of this scalar-valued function, which can be done us-
ing automatic differentiation. For interaction functionals,
δW
δρ (z) = (W ∗ ρ)(z) =

∫
W (z − z′) dρ(z′), which albeit

scalar-valued, now involves an integral over Z . We ap-
proximate it as an empirical expectation over the particles.
Finally, for internal energy functionals δF

δρ = f ′(ρ), so if
the density ρ(·) is available and can be computed with auto-
matic differentiation, so can the gradient of f ′◦ρ : Z → R.

6.3. Flowing Unlabeled Data

In many applications, such as in semi-supervised or unsu-
pervised transfer learning, the data available to initialize
the flow might be partially or completely unlabeled. How-
ever, so far we have assumed all particles are labeled, as
required by the OTDD. Using label-dependent flows even
for semi- or unsupervised settings might be desirable to ex-
plicitly model class-conditional geometric structure. Thus,
we propose two approaches to adapt our flows to settings
with limited or no labeled data.

Parametric Flows for Partially Labeled Data. If some
labels are available, say, for the data samples indexed by
L, but not for those indexed by U , one can first run a
flow starting from {xi, yi}i∈L, to obtain a collection of
final particles {xiT , yiT }i∈L. Next, the action of the flow
hflow : x0 7→ xT can be parametrized (e.g., with a neural
network) and learnt by fitting {xi}i∈L to {xiT }i∈L. This
learnt mapping ĥ can then be used to flow the unlabeled
samples, i.e., as x̂iT = ĥ(xi), i ∈ U . We evaluate this ap-
proach for semi-supervised transfer learning in Section 7.2.
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Figure 2. OTDD dynamics comparison: gradient flows driven by Tβ(ρ) = OTDD(Dρ,Dβ) starting from dataset ρ0 (red) advecting
towards β (blue), using: SGD+jd-fl (top) and SGD+jd-vl dynamics (bottom), the latter allowing for variable class assignments.

Pseudo-Labels for Fully Unlabeled Data. If no labels
are available at all, we propose to generate pseudo-labels
for the flow. This can be done, for example, by clustering
the initial data and using the identities of the clusters as
imputed labels. We evaluate this approach in Section 7.3.

6.4. Miscellaneous Implementation Aspects

Traditional gradient flow implementations rely on constant
or scheduled step-size schemes, i.e., vanilla gradient de-
scent. In order to accelerate the flows and account for po-
tential violations in the convexity assumptions of F , here
we also consider various adaptive step-size methods like
SGD with momentum and ADAM, which have been shown
to aid in escaping local minima in deep learning.

In our experiments we will study the behavior of classi-
fiers as we flow data between datasets, often of different
dimensionality and with different classes. To deal with
the former in image classification applications, we up- or
down-sample as necessary to obtain equally-sized images
— that is, to put them on the same X space. A more gen-
eral approach to deal with mismatch in dimensionality is
discussed in (Alvarez-Melis & Fusi, 2020).

We deal with mismatch in classes by means of correspon-
dence. For instance, in order to be able to use a classifier
trained on a dataset with k classes on a flow originating in
one with k′ classes even when using fixed-label dynamics,
we propose to take advantage of the label-to-label distances
computed by the OTDD under the hood (see Section 3.3)
to obtain correspondences between classes. Specifically,
we solve an OT problem between the two class probabil-
ity histograms using these distances, and append the k′× k
optimal coupling π∗ as a final linear layer to the classifier.
Appendix C provides further computational details.

7. Experiments
We first evaluate our approach for imposing constraints
on low-dimensional synthetic datasets (Section 7.1) and
then on two settings (Sections 7.2 & 7.3) involving transfer
learning with benchmark image classification datasets.

7.1. Imposing Dataset Constraints via Flows

For a synthetic 3D setting, we experiment with flows driven
by functionals that combine distance to a reference dataset
(here, a swiss roll) and various other functional objectives
such as those described in Section 5. The results (Figure 1,
bottom row and Figure 12 in the Appendix) show that the
flows indeed converge to solutions that are geometrically
similar to the reference dataset, but are ‘shaped’ by the ad-
ditional constraints imposed by the functional objectives.

7.2. Transfer Learning via Flows

Next, we investigate the use of OTDD gradient flows for
transfer learning. Specifically, starting from a source do-
main dataset Dα, we transform it using a flow driven by
the functional Tβ(ρ) = OTDD(Dρ,Dβ) towards a tar-
get dataset of interest Dβ . We consider four classification
datasets: MNIST (LeCun et al., 2010), USPS, FASHION-
MNIST (Xiao et al., 2017) and KMNIST (Clanuwat et al.,
2018), denoted here as M,U,F,K. Figures 3a-d show parti-
cle trajectories between these.

Since in most transfer learning settings the number of sam-
ples from the target domain is limited, we investigate if
the —highly non-linear— action of a flow can be learnt
from samples, so as to ‘flow’ additional unlabeled sam-
ples, as proposed in Section 6.3. For this purpose, we
parametrize hflow : x0 7→ xT as a neural net, and fit it
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Figure 3. Transfer learning flows: flows between *NIST datasets
using 2K particles (see §7.2 for dataset/legend key).

using the initial and final states of the particles ({xi0}ni=1

and {xiT }ni=1). Figure 9 (Appendix E) shows that particles
mapped with the learnt h reasonably approximate those
properly derived from the flow.

For evaluation, we emulate a k-shot learning task, i.e., only
k samples per class from the target domain Dβ are avail-
able, in addition to 2000 from the source domain. With
this data, we flow the source samples to the target domain,
so that we have at our disposal: the particles in their ini-
tial (z0) and final (zT ) states, the full trajectories z1:T , and
additional mapped examples h(z0) using a neural-net push-
forward map h as described above.

We compare various adaptation settings: a no-adaptation
baseline (i.e., using target data Dβ only), and adapting
from various combinations of the additional data sources.
Details of the classifier architecture and training configura-
tion are provided in Appendix C. We present results for the
100-shot setting here (Figure 3e), and 5- and 10-shot in Ap-
pendix E. In most cases all additional data is beneficial, but
the full trajectories provide the most gains, indeed improv-
ing over using final-state particles only. In addition, using
samples mapped via h provides some improvement over
the baseline, but less so than using ‘clean’ particles from
the flow, as expected. When compared equitably (using the
same number of labeled samples) against a usual model-
adaptation (fine-tuning) baseline, our data-adaptation
approach yields overall better performance gain (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Data vs. model adaptation: both regimes use the same
number of source (n) and target (m) labeled samples. Each point
is a pair of source/target datasets, color-coded by their distance.

Figure 5. Model re-purposing: we use a model trained on CI-
FAR10, without any modifications, to classify CAMELYON by
flowing the latter to the former. After flowing the data, this model
beats a strong baseline model trained only on CAMELYON data.

7.3. Model Re-purposing and Oracle Evaluation

Next, we take the application of flows for transfer learning
one step further, foregoing model adaption completely.
We now assume the pretrained classifier is frozen and
accessible through queries only, and use dataset flows
to ‘re-purpose’ it to solve a different task. Concretely,
we flow samples from the dataset we seek to classify
towards that on which the model was trained, and then
we query the model directly on this flowed data without
further modifications. Besides providing a litmus test for
no-fine-tuning transfer learning, this setting also provides
a general strategy to quantitatively evaluate the ‘quality’ of
a dataset flow, i.e., by using the model’s accuracy on the
flowed data as an oracle measure of evolution of the flow.

In addition to the *NIST datasets, we use CIFAR10,
STL10 and the CAMELYON histopathology dataset (Lit-
jens et al., 2018). The results (Figures 6 & 11) show
that the flows achieve high classification accuracy, even
when the ORACLE is trained on a completely unrelated
dataset (e.g., CAMELYON→CIFAR10). Notably, the en-
tropy regularization λ used in OTDD has a much stronger
effect on final accuracy than the step size. For the CAME-
LYON→CIFAR10 setting, Figure 5 shows a sample of
flowed particles at different times. Although visible only
through subtle artifacts in the images, flowing the data has
a clear impact on the pretrained model’s accuracy.
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Figure 6. Oracle evaluation of flows: given a large classifier pretrained on a target domain, we use our method to ‘flow’ data from a
target domain back to the source domain. The plots show the value of the flow objective and target accuracy throughout the flow.

Table 1. One model to classify them all: we use the exact same
model trained on MNIST without modifications to classify sam-
ples from various datasets, by flowing all datasets to MNIST, us-
ing either our vanilla flow with an OTDD functional objective
(supervised) or its unsupervised variant that uses pseudo-labels
(§6.3). Shown here is the model’s accuracy (%) on 5K samples.

Dataset USPS KMNIST FMNIST EMNIST

Original
(before flow) 77.1 5.05 8.22 3.62†

Flowed
(supervised) 99.1 99.2 99.1 36.7

Flowed
(unsupervised) 66.4 59.2 54.9 20.7

†stacking a random 26×10 linear layer on top of the classifier.

But adapting datasets rather than models comes with an-
other unexpected bonus: the exact same model can be used
to classify multiple different datasets simultaneously, by
flowing all of them to the domain on which the model was
trained (stacking, if needed, a class-matching layer §6.4).

Here, we test this ‘model multi-purposing’ setting using a
classifier trained on MNIST (the source domain), without
modifications, to classify the other *NIST datasets (tar-
get domains). For this, we use the functional T (ρ) =
OTDD(ρ, ρMNIST) as before in two flow modalities: super-
vised (using labeled target samples for the flow) and unsu-
pervised (no labels used) with pseudo-labels obtained by k-
means clustering as described in Section 6.3. The former is
an idealized —and unrealistic— scenario aimed at investi-
gating the intrinsic limits of model-repurposing, and should

be interpreted as an upper bound on transfer accuracy, since
labeled data from the target domain is indeed used by the
flows, although not by the classifier. The latter, however, is
a bona-fide method for unsupervised2 model-repurposing,
applicable in practice.

The results in Table 1 show that the frozen MNIST classi-
fier achieves almost perfect accuracy on most of the other
datasets after transforming them with a supervised flow. As
expected, when using an unsupervised flow the accuracy is
lower, but still significantly higher than if no flow-based
data adaptation is performed, except for USPS, which the
MNIST model can already classify well without adaptation.

8. Discussion and Future Work
We have shown how gradient flows in probability space
can be used to tackle various types of problems in machine
learning that involve transformation of labeled datasets.
We believe this work lays out a path for a largely uncharted
data-centric paradigm in machine learning, orthogonal
and complementary to the prevailing model-centric one.
Exciting directions of research within this paradigm
abound. For example, we are interested in understanding
meta-learning and related paradigms from a data-centric
perspective, and to investigate whether other aspects of the
deep learning toolkit (beyond adaptive gradient schemes)
might prove useful in the context of dataset optimization.

2However, the identities of the pseudo-labels and true labels
must be aligned, manually or automatically (see Appendix C).
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A. Brief Discussion of Convergence and Guarantees
Proving existence and uniqueness of solutions of gradient flows in Wasserstein space, or convergence of their discretized
schemes, is challenging. But it can be achieved through different types of assumptions on the spaces, metrics, and func-
tionals. Here, we will briefly discuss guarantees that depend on one of the simplest such assumptions: geodesic convexity.

Definition A.1. LetX be a geodesic metric space and F : X → R∪{+∞} a functional. We say that F is (λ-)geodesically
convex if it is (λ-)convex along geodesics in X , i.e., for every pair of points x0, x1 ∈ X , there exists a constant-speed
geodesic ω connecting ω(0) = x0 to ω(1) = x1 such that t 7→ F (ω(t)), t ∈ [0, 1] is (λ-)convex.

Note that if X is Euclidean, the definition above is simply λ-convexity. On the other hand, this concept is well defined
for metric measure spaces like Wp(Ω) too. In particular, for W2(Ω), all geodesics are displacement geodesics, so the
condition above is also known as displacement convexity.

Thus, a functional F : Wp(X ) → R ∪ {+∞} is λ-geodesically convex if and only if for every pair µ1, µ2 ∈ P(X ) there
exists an optimal transport coupling π ∈ Π(µ1, µ2) such that

F (µ1�2
t ) ≤ (1− t)F (µ1) + tF (µ2)− λ

2
t(1− t)W2

p(µ
1, µ2) ∀t ∈ [0, 1] (18)

where µ1�2
t , ((1− t)x+ ty)]π is a geodesic in Wp(X ) interpolating between µ1 and µ2.

It can be shown that the functionals used in this work (i.e., those in Eq. (9)) are displacement convex under suitable
conditions (Santambrogio, 2017). Specifically, V andW are λ-displacement convex if the underlying potentials V and W
are λ-convex. For the internal energy functional F , some technical assumptions on f are needed, such as requiring that
f(0) = 0, s 7→ sdf(s−d) is convex and decreasing, and the underlying space is convex (Santambrogio, 2017, Thm 7.28).
It is easy to see that simple functions, such as the entropy term discussed before, or power functions with exponent q > 1,
all satisfy this condition.

The following result, one of the simplest in such family of guarantees, shows the crucial importance of λ-geodesic convexity
for establishing guarantees of gradient flows in Wasserstein space:

Proposition A.2 (Santambrogio 2017, Prop 4.13). Suppose that F : W2(X )→ R ∪ {+∞} is λ-geodesically convex and
that the two curves ρ0

t and ρ1
t are solutions of (8). Then, setting δ(t) = 1

2 W2
2(ρ1

t , ρ
2
t ), we have

δ′(t) ≤ −2λd(t)

This implies uniqueness of the solution of (8) for a fixed initial state, stability and exponential convergence of the flow as
t→ +∞ if λ > 0.

Unfortunately —and somewhat unexpectedly— the functional Tβ(ρ) = W2
2(ρ, β) turns out to be not displacement convex

in general. However, it does satisfy an alternate and more general notion of convexity: along generalized geodesics.

Definition A.3. Let ρ ∈ P(X ) be fixed. For every pair µ1, µ2 ∈ P(X ), a generalized geodesic between them with base
ρ in W2(X ) is given by the curve µt =

(
(1− t)T0 + tT1)]ρ where Ti is the optimal transport map (for the squared cost)

from ρ to µi.

Thus, a functional F : Wp(X )→ R∪{+∞} is λ-geodesically convex along generalized geodesics if it satisfies condition
(18) for generalized geodesics. Under the same assumptions as above, the functionals V,W , and F are all convex along
generalized geodesics too (Santambrogio, 2017; Ambrosio et al., 2005). But now, as hinted at before, so is Tβ(ρ) if we
choose β as the base point of the generalized geodesics (Santambrogio, 2015).

The notion of convexity along generalized geodesics can be used to establish results analogous to Proposition A.2 but
which apply to more general functionals, including Tβ(ρ). Such results usually involve appealing to a characterization of
gradient flows known as the evolution variational inequality (EVI):

d

dt

1

2
d(ρt, β) ≤ F (β)− F (ρt)−

λ

2
d(µt, β)2 ∀β ∈ P(X ) (19)

Convexity along generalized geodesics can be used to prove the EVI conditions holds for a certain functional, which in
turn implies uniqueness and stability of the flow. We refer the reader to (Santambrogio, 2017) for further details.
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B. First Variations, Gradient Flows, and Connections to PDEs.
B.1. First variation of a functional

As mentioned in Section 4.1, having a notion of derivative of functionals over measures is a crucial step towards defining
gradient flows in that space. The notion we rely on here is that of first variation of a functional (Santambrogio, 2017):
Definition B.1. Given a functional F : P(Ω) → R, consider perturbations χ such that at least for every ε ∈ [0, ε0],
ρ+ εχ ∈ P(Ω). If there exists a function G such that

d

dε
F (ρ+ εχ)

∣∣
ε=0

=

∫
G(ρ) dχ

for every such perturbation χ, we call it the first variation of F at ρ, and denote it by δF
δρ .

B.2. Gradient flows and PDEs

The connection between OT and certain diffusive partial differential equations (PDE) has been well studied over the past
two decades (Jordan et al., 1998; Otto, 2001). Indeed, equation (8) defines a PDE over densities ρ. As mentioned before,
it has a fluid dynamics interpretation as a continuity equation on a density-dependent flow velocity vector field u ,
−∇ δF

δρ (ρ), or a conservation-of-energy PDE for the energy flux q , −ρ∇ δF
δρ (ρ). In the context of densities and datasets,

this PDE can be roughly understood as a conservation-of-mass principle: no probability mass is created or destroyed in the
sequence of densities on X × Y that solve this system.

For a functional of the form (12) with only F ,V,W terms, the corresponding PDE (eq. (14)) is known as a diffu-
sion–advection–interaction equation. Certain choices of functionals F ,V,W recover familiar PDEs. For example, taking
F (ρ) = F(ρ) + V(ρ), and f(t) = t log t, the gradient flow of F solves a Fokker-Planck equation (Santambrogio, 2015):

∂tρ−∆ρ−∇ · (ρ∇V ) = 0.

In dataset space, this equation can be interpreted as the time evolution of a dataset subject to a drift force imposed by
the potential function V and a constant-variance diffusion term (∆ρ) resulting from the entropy-inducing functional F .
Other choices of functionals allow us to recover the advection equation, porous-media equation, and various other dif-
fusion–advection–interaction PDEs (Santambrogio, 2017). As we did for the Fokker-Planck equation, interpreting these
PDEs in our context of dataset dynamics might yield interesting insights for designing objective functions.

C. Implementation and Experimental Details
We implement our method on PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2019), using the geomloss (Feydy et al., 2019) and POT (Flamary
et al., 2021) libraries for OT-related computations, including the OTDD distance needed at every step. The three types
of feature-label dynamics described in Section 6 are implemented by detaching parts of the computational graph in order
to make gradient updates only in some of them. For the variable label dynamics, there are two options for clustering:
fixed-size or nonparametric. We use k-means for the former and density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise
(DBSCAN) with parameters ε = 5 and minimum points per cluster 4 for the latter. Pseudocode for the three types of
feature-label gradient flow dynamics described in Section 6 is shown here in Algorithms 1 to 3.

For the parametrized flow mapping hflow (§7.2), we use an autoencoder-type architecture with an encoder consisting of
2 convolutional and 5 fully-connected layers, and the decoder is a inverted copy of the encoder. It was trained for 20
epochs using ADAM with learning rate 1× 10−3 , using ten different random restarts and choosing the best performing
one in a held-out set. For transfer learning (§7.2), we use a LeNet-5 architecture with ReLU nonlinearities trained for
20 epochs using ADAM with learning rate 1× 10−3 and weight decay 1× 10−6 It was fine-tuned for 10 epochs on the
target domain(s) using the same optimization parameters. For the experiments in Table 1, we use 5K source (MNIST) and
target (other *NIST datasets) samples. For both supervised and unsupervised flows, we use a flow step size of 1× 10−1 ,
1000 steps, and entropy regularization λ =1× 102 For the unsupervised flow, we permute the values of the pseudo-labels
obtained through clustering to match them to the indices of the target labels so as to allow accuracy computation.

All experiments were run on the same machine with an Intel Xeon 32-core 2.00GHz CPU with a single GeForce RTX 2080
Ti GPU. In this machine, the flows on synthetic datasets of Section 6 run at <0.2s per step, while the flows for the image
classification datasets of Sections 6 and 7.2 run at ∼ 5s per step for 2K particles, for a total flow runtime of less than 5
minutes. Information about all the datasets used, including references, are provided in Table 2.

https://pytorch.org/
https://www.kernel-operations.io/geomloss/
https://pythonot.github.io/
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Algorithm 1 Gradient flow with feature-driven fixed-label (fd-fl) dynamics.

Input: Initial particle feature matrix X0 ∈ Rd×n and corresponding labels y ∈ {0, . . . , k}n.
requires gradient(X0)← True
for time t = 0 to T do
`← F (Xt,y)
Xt ← optim step(∇X `)
for every class j = 1 to k do
µjt ,Σ

j
t ← getstats({xit | yi = j})

end for
recompute label distances({µjt}, {Σjt}) {subroutine in OTDD §3.3}

end for

Algorithm 2 Gradient flow with joint-driven fixed-label (jd-fl) dynamics.

Input: Initial particle feature matrix X0 ∈ Rd×n and corresponding labels y ∈ {0, . . . , k}n.
requires gradient(X0,Σ

j
0, µ

j
0)← True

for time t = 0 to T do
`← F (Xt,y)
Xt ← optim step(∇X `)
for every class j = 1 to k do
µjt ← optim step(∇µj `)
Σjt ← optim step(∇Σj `)

end for
recompute label distances({µjt}, {Σjt}) {subroutine in OTDD §3.3}

end for

Algorithm 3 Gradient flow with joint-driven variable-label (jd-vl) dynamics.

Input: Initial particle feature matrix X0 ∈ Rd×n and corresponding labels y ∈ {0, . . . , k}n.
requires gradient(X0,Σ

j
0, µ

j
0)← True

for time t = 0 to T do
`← F (Xt,y)
Xt ← optim step(∇X `)
for every particle i = 1 to n do
µit ← optim step(∇µi `)
Σit ← optim step(∇Σi `)

end for
yt ← clustering method({µt}, {Σt}) {recompute discrete labels by clustering}
recompute label distances({µjt}, {Σjt}) {subroutine in OTDD §3.3}

end for

Table 2. Summary of datasets used. ∗: we rescale the USPS digits to 28 × 28 for comparison to the *NIST datasets, and the STL-10
and CAMELYON to 32× 32 for comparison to CIFAR-10.

Dataset Input Dimension Number of Classes Train Examples Test Examples Source

USPS 16× 16∗ 10 7291 2007 (Hull, 1994)
MNIST 28× 28 10 60K 10K (LeCun et al., 2010)

KMNIST 28× 28 10 60K 10K (Clanuwat et al., 2018)
FASHION-MNIST 28× 28 10 60K 10K (Xiao et al., 2017)

CAMELYON 128× 128∗ 2 262K 32K (Litjens et al., 2018)
CIFAR-10 32× 32 10 50K 10K (Krizhevsky & Hinton, 2009)

STL-10 96× 96∗ 10 5K 8K (Coates et al., 2011)
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D. Additional Experimental Results on Gaussian Flows
For the simple synthetic dataset example of Section 6, we show a comparison of the three types of flow dynamics in
Figure 7, and experiments with various types of functionals in Figure 8.

(a) Feature-driven (fd) dynamics, ADAM optimizer.

(b) Joint-driven fixed-label (jd-fl) dynamics, ADAM optimizer.

(c) Joint-driven variable-label (jd-vl) dynamics, k-means clustering, ADAM optimizer.

(d) Joint-driven variable-label (jd-vl) dynamics, DBSCAN clustering, ADAM optimizer.

Figure 7. Gradient flows driven by functional Tβ(ρ) = OTDD(Dρ,Dβ) starting from dataset ρ0 (red) advecting towards β (blue) for
various dynamic schemes (§6).
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(a) Functional: F (ρ) =
∫
(‖x− x0‖ − τ)+ dρ(z), SGD optimizer.

(b) Functional: F (ρ) = OTDD(Dρ,Dβ) + λ
∫
(‖x− x0‖ − τ)+ dρ(z), SGD optimizer.

(c) Functional: F (ρ) =
∫∫
−||x− x′‖21y 6=y′ dρ(z) dρ(z′), SGD optimizer.

(d) Functional: F (ρ) = OTDD(Dρ,Dβ) + λ
∫∫
−||x− x′‖21y 6=y′ dρ(z) dρ(z′), SGD optimizer.

Figure 8. Gradient flows starting from dataset ρ0 (red) advecting towards β (blue) driven by different functionals, using SGD+jd-vl
dynamics in all cases.
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E. Additional Experimental Results on *NIST Flows
In Figure 9 we show the effect of the transformation hθ parametrized as a neural network and learnt from data to mimic
the effect of the flow mapping hflow : x0 7→ xT .

Figure 9. Left: initial particles x0 taken from USPS. Center: intermediate state of particles xt after gradient flow driven by similarity-
seeking functional Tβ(ρ) = OTDD(Dρ,Dβ) for Dβ :MNIST. Right: particles mapped by using a parametric approximation of hflow

learnt from data.

As described in Section 7.2, we use gradient flows to approach to problem of transfer learning. Figure 10 shows results
on the 5- and 10-shot tasks on the NIST datasets. Notably, the results follow a similar trend as Figure 3e, although, as
expected by the smaller target datasets, the classification errors are higher.
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Figure 10. Transfer learning results on image datasets for 5-shot (top) and 10-shot (bottom) tasks. See Section 7.2 for symbol key.
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F. Additional Miscellaneous Experimental Results

Figure 11. Qualitative evaluation of flows: for the same setting as in Figure 6, we plot here the flow objective against the accuracy.
The strong correlation between these quantities shows that the OTDD functional provides a good proxy for dataset transfer quality. The
relation between these quantities is mostly linear and monotonic, except in configurations with an over-regularized OTDD objective, as
shown for the λ = 50 curve in the first plot.

Figure 12. Shaping datasets via flows: our framework allows for simple and principled transformation of classification datasets by
following the gradient flow of a functional objective, such as: similarity to a reference dataset (shown here as OTDD(·, ρ∗)), a function
enforcing collapse along a given dimension (shown here as V(ρ)), or a combination thereof. In the bottom row we show the flow
obtained with a vanilla (feature-only) optimal transport distance functional, which unsurpisingly misses the important class structure of
the dataset.


